High Hand Wednesdays
When:
High Hand Promotion will run every Wednesday between December 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013
from 11:30am-7:30pm each week (with the first winner being drawn at 12pm).
How to qualify:
Players who are swiped in to the BRAVO system and playing in a Bad Beat eligible game during the
High Hand Promotion will qualify for participation.
Promotion Details:
Every 30 minutes beginning at 12:00pm, a player will be awarded $50 for making the high hand of the
previous 30 minutes (Minimum Hand 5 high straight). EXAMPLE: Between 11:30am-12pm the highest
hand made on a Bad Beat eligible game is 4 of a kind 6’s. The player that achieved the 4 of a kind 6’s
will receive $50. This will be repeated at the top of every hour between 11:30a-7:30p (with the first
winner at 12p and the last winner at 7:30pm). The current high hand of the half hour will be posted
conspicuously in the room.
Rules:
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Player must be on a Bad Beat eligible game.
Player must play at least one card from their hand.
Players must be swiped into the BRAVO System.
Players must be present to win.
Players must play their hands independently. If any player, whether directly or indirectly
involved in the hand, passes information or instructs another on how to act or reveals their hand
to other players, the High Hand Promotion will be disqualified.
In order to collect any High Hand Promotion payout, participants must be at least 21 years of age,
proper ID will be required.
A player who removes his or her chips from the game prior to a showdown on a hand where a
High Hand Promotion is won forfeits his or her right to any prize money.
Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by Hollywood Casino
management in a manner deemed by them to be the fairest to all concerned, and that decision
shall be final and binding on all participants. In addition, Hollywood Casino reserves the right to
void any entry, and/or to change, cancel or modify this promotion at any time. Management’s
decision is final.
High Hand Promotion prizes that reach certain thresholds will be subject to applicable Internal
Revenue Service withholding and tax reporting requirements.

